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Abstract: Biodiversity loss and nature degradation are pressing issues with huge impacts on our society and economy. Businesses, investors, and regulators focus on corporate efforts to support biodiversity and nature positive actions. This review provides a comprehensive overview about the importance of biodiversity in businesses, the materiality of biodiversity and the role of mandatory and non-mandatory regulations on corporate environmental reporting and sustainability disclosure frameworks. The review also discusses descriptive information on the evolution of sustainability frameworks with a comparison of most prominent sustainability frameworks with a key focus on the materiality approach and biodiversity-related disclosure recommendations. Further, we provide suggestions for more holistic approaches to improve the future sustainability frameworks focusing on the biodiversity impact while showing the necessity of more focus on the decision-making paradigm. Further research on measuring biodiversity impact and innovative trends in sustainability reporting are required to better reflect nature-positive outcomes in corporate sector businesses.
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1. Introduction

Biodiversity loss and the destruction of natural ecosystems are critical global challenges, due to significant consequences for both society and the economy (UNEP, 2020). The emergence of the concept of corporate biodiversity and nature-positive outcomes is a result of the urgent need to protect and enhance biodiversity. These terms describe the actions and initiatives followed by businesses to mitigate their impact on the environment and promote sustainability. Biodiversity can be defined as the variety of living organisms in each area, including the differences among individual species as well as the interactions and relationships between these species. It includes taxonomic, phylogenetic, and functional aspects, showing the richness of life on Earth (Stork, 2009).

Factors like climate change, environmental pollution, changes in land use, excessive exploitation of resources, and the spread of invasive species are the main causes for biodiversity decline. These issues are usually linked to broader problems like unsustainable production and consumption (Damiani et al., 2023). According to the facts disclosed by UNEP, (2023), approximately one million out of the estimated eight million plant and animal species on earth face the risk of extinction. Human activities, such as fishing and pollution, have impacted around 66% of the world’s ocean area. Also,
nearly 90% of global marine fish stocks are either fully exploited, overexploited, or depleted, demonstrating the urgent need for conservation measures to address the threats faced by biodiversity and marine ecosystems. Nearly 40% of the world’s insect pollinators are at risk of extinction due to factors such as pollution, habitat destruction, and climate change.

The World Economic Forum’s Global Risks Report for 2024 has identified pollution as one of the key challenges among the top 10 risks threatening the planet (World Economic Forum, 2024). Current worldwide assessments highlight that the deterioration of the natural world poses a substantial threat to the effective operation of our communities and economies too. These assessments show the importance of key changes to tackle the loss of biodiversity systematically (Dasgupta, 2021). The recognition of the importance of addressing environmental impact has persuaded an increasing number of businesses to incorporate biodiversity and ecosystem-related information in their sustainability reports. Sustainability reporting standards like the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) emphasize the importance of including biodiversity in reporting obligations, encompassing the count of protected species and the extent of land managed for conservation purposes (GRI, 2020). This growing trend highlights the significant role that businesses play in safeguarding the natural environment while simultaneously ensuring their long-term sustainability and profitability.

Businesses are increasingly urged to prioritize biodiversity awareness due to their significant impact on the global biodiversity crisis. Following biodiversity initiatives not only addresses environmental concerns but also unlocks opportunities for innovation, enhances product appeal, and reduces operational expenses. Certain companies, leveraging their strategic positions, can enact changes using widespread effects (Kurth et al., 2021). Investors are evaluating ways to include biodiversity considerations in their evaluations, directing funds towards nature-friendly approaches (Gazzo & Bell, 2022). This shift is evident as some business leaders acknowledge their role and seek to rectify it, since Scandinavian companies are particularly inclined to alter their business models. Overall, there’s a positive trend towards biodiversity conservation in the business world (Zollo, 2023).

The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) defines nature positive as halting and reversing the nature loss from the present status. The aim is to avoid future negative impacts while recovering nature from the current losses (IUCN, 2022). Corporate biodiversity and nature-positive outcomes offer numerous benefits to businesses. First and foremost, they enable companies to effectively manage risks caused due to natural resource scarcity, climate change, and regulatory compliance (Eccles and Serafeim, 2013). By proactively engaging in biodiversity conservation and ecosystem restoration, businesses can enhance their resilience to environmental shocks and uncertainties. It is vital to strengthen the accountability of organizations regarding biodiversity to ascertain whether businesses are fulfilling their role as caretakers of the Earth’s biological diversity. This entails evaluating how they handle their influence on ecosystems and species and proactively addressing the threat of life extinction on our planet (Ermgassen et al., 2022). Incorporating strategies that prioritize biodiversity and positive interactions with nature into business activities can motivate innovation and encourage the creation of value. Companies can devise fresh products, services, and business models that suit sustainability objectives by considering environmental and social aspects, (Eccles and Serafeim, 2013; Abson et al., 2017). This approach paves the way for creativity, promotes resource efficiency, and opens new market opportunities. Incorporating corporate practices that support biodiversity and have positive impacts on nature can help to achieve global sustainability milestones, including the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This is particularly relevant to goals such as goal 6, addressing clean water and sanitation; goal 13, focusing on climate action; goal 14, concerning life below water; and goal 15, relating to life on land, supporting the targets mentioned in the Paris Agreement (UN, 2015). Businesses play a critical role in supporting these goals by actively participating in the conservation and restoration of ecosystems and biodiversity conservation (TNFD, 2021). Focusing on the importance of corporate commitments to biodiversity and nature-positive results, global entities like the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) have emphasized their relevance. Businesses can contribute to global efforts to conserve and restore nature, mitigate climate change, and ensure a
sustainable future by promoting corporate biodiversity concepts. Task Force on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) was founded to support the shift to a sustainable and more nature positive economy. TNFD mainly aims to provide businesses with a framework to disclose their impacts and dependencies on nature and to integrate this information into financial decision-making processes (TNFD, 2021).

This initiative recognizes the critical link between a company’s financial activities and their implications for nature and biodiversity. This review paper comprehensively analyzes the current status related to the knowledge of corporate biodiversity and nature-positive outcomes. It aims to identify the drivers and barriers to the adoption of nature-positive strategies by businesses, explore key sustainable frameworks, and assess the recommendations on biodiversity and ecosystem protection. The paper will also focus on the challenges and opportunities of integrating nature-related disclosures into financial reporting and decision-making, offering insights into how businesses can align their strategies toward nature conservation and restoration goals. This paper aims to contribute to the understanding and advancement of corporate practices that prioritize biodiversity and nature-positive outcomes by examining the existing literature and research.

2. Biodiversity and Nature-Related Issues

2.2. Importance of Biodiversity in the Corporate Environment

Human activities over the past 50 years have resulted in a considerable loss of biodiversity when compared to history, driven by the necessity to support a growing population’s demands, such as fresh water, food, timber, and fuel (Churchill, 2005). The depletion of resources and pollution has had far-reaching consequences, forcing businesses to reassess their operations which can have direct or indirect reliance on biodiversity and natural resources (Katic et al., 2023). The risks a company faces due to the loss of nature can be straightforward, like agricultural firms experiencing reduced crop yields from a decline in pollination or soil health. There are also more long-term threats, such as the potential danger to any organization arising from the emergence of zoonotic diseases caused by changes in land use or wildlife trade (NEE., 2023).

Business operations can exert negative impacts on nature and biodiversity, presenting biodiversity-related transition risks for organizations (Figure 1). These risks stem from a disconnect between economic activities and efforts to safeguard nature, encompassing regulatory changes, legal precedents, technological advancements, and shifts in investor and consumer preferences (TNFD Recommendations, 2023). Similar to climate change, biodiversity-related transition risks can disrupt production, global value chains, and productivity, leading to diminished corporate profitability. Consequently, these effects can propagate through the financial system, affecting asset valuations and impacting macroeconomic variables such as exchange rates and commodity prices (Rudgley & Seega, 2021). To address these challenges, sustainability frameworks and standards have emerged, mandating the disclosure of biodiversity-related impacts by business sectors (Finance for Biodiversity, 2021). Such disclosures are instrumental in informing strategic decision-making that positively influences nature. Moreover, there are physical risks posed by nature and biodiversity to businesses (Figure 1), arising from the degradation of natural ecosystems and the subsequent loss of ecosystem services. These risks can manifest as acute or chronic events, contingent upon changes in both biotic and abiotic conditions necessary for supporting healthy ecosystems. Some biodiversity-related physical risks may materialize financially within a shorter timeframe compared to the anticipated impacts of climate change, urging businesses to assess and mitigate their biodiversity footprint (TNFD Recommendations, 2023; Kedward et al., 2022). Hence, it is vital for businesses to carefully evaluate their impact on biodiversity and make informed strategic choices to minimize these effects, ultimately playing a pivotal role in promoting biodiversity conservation efforts (Figure 1).
Traditionally, environmental impact assessments (EIAs) focused solely on pollution, but modern approaches integrate biodiversity together with health, social, and environmental factors. Biodiversity is now a key consideration on corporate agendas, seen as both a risk and an opportunity. This emphasizes the need for comprehensive assessments and robust environmental management. Effective biodiversity management reduces risks and promotes opportunities, enhancing stakeholder relations and operational stability Athanas, (2005). International initiatives, such as the UN SDGs UN, (2015) and Planetary Boundaries Steffen et al., (2015), along with the Dasgupta Review Dasgupta, (2021), emphasize the vital role of biodiversity in maintaining the sustainability of both natural and socioeconomic systems. Virtually every nation worldwide agreed to back the CBD and its Global Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020, which included the twenty Aichi Biodiversity Targets. The assistance provided has extended to the forthcoming global biodiversity framework post-2020. Nevertheless, there has been an incomplete achievement of any of the Aichi Biodiversity targets, with approximately one-third of them either experiencing stagnation or exhibiting indications of negative shift, as documented by Beck-O’Brien and Bringezu (2021) and Kopnina et al. (2024).

As of the analysis conducted in 2020 on the progress of the Aichi Biodiversity Targets set in the 2010 summit, out of the 20 listed targets, 15 have been partially met. Unfortunately, one target indicates no progress at all, and the remaining five show negative progress, suggesting a concerning trend towards adverse impacts (Kopnina et al., 2024). Acknowledging the urgency of the situation, there has been a significant increase in research and practical efforts to understand and measure the impact of business operations on biodiversity. Collaborative initiatives involving various groups, platforms, and partnerships are actively working to assist businesses and financial institutions in comprehending and mitigating their biodiversity impact (Beck-O’Brien and Bringezu, 2021). The goal of these collective actions is to equip businesses with the necessary tools and standards to consider biodiversity effects and benefits in their decision-making processes (Katic et al., 2023). Due to the unsuccess of Aichi Biodiversity targets, COP 15 introduced the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework, in December 2022, aiming to halt and reverse biodiversity loss by 2030, building upon the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020 (Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework, 2023). It seeks to reshape humanity’s relationship with biodiversity, aligned with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, with the ultimate goal of achieving harmonious coexistence with nature by 2050 (Lehmann, 2023). Despite the introduction of the 2010 Biodiversity Strategy by the EU, companies listed in the EU exhibit limited commitment to biodiversity protection (Scarpellini & Álvarez-Etxberria, 2023b). This emphasizes the importance of aligning policy...
initiatives with corporate actions to bridge the gap and ensure effective commitment to disclose the impact on biodiversity and nature by corporate sector.

Biodiversity mainstreaming, as defined by the Convention on Biological Diversity and UNEP, emphasizes the integration of biodiversity considerations into decision-making across various sectors. However, despite substantial investments and efforts to enhance tools, persistent gaps remain in existing criteria for biodiversity in certification, standards, business accounting, and scientific modeling (Beck-O’Brien & Bringezu, 2021b). In addressing these challenges, Smith et al. (2020) propose a pragmatic strategy known as “embedded mainstreaming”. This approach suggests bundling biodiversity considerations within broader frameworks, such as environmental, natural capital, or climate change mainstreaming. The aim is to ensure the effective integration of biodiversity concerns amidst competing priorities, particularly in a world with scarce resources.

2.2. Role of Mandatory and Non-Mandatory Regulations on Corporate Environmental Reporting

Economic evidence suggests that damage to nature caused by businesses can finally affect the financial health of the company (Bubna-Litic, 2004). Failure to meet biodiversity standards can bring about fines, license revocations, customer dissatisfaction, employee disengagement, and increased capital costs. Conversely, achieving strong biodiversity performance can facilitate easier capital access, maintain operational permissions, and cultivate loyalty from both customers and staff (Vorhies, 2002). According to the findings by Huang et al. (2023), the introduction of the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (GHGRP) in the United States resulted in a reduction in environmental litigation risks for corporations. The same study reveals the importance of mandatory reporting of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in shaping the environmental conduct of companies. It emphasizes the interconnectedness among regulatory actions, corporate responsibility, and financial results.

Charitou (2022) analyzed the impact of European Union (EU) legislation on corporate environmental disclosures in Europe and that analysis revealed that regulations have led to an increase in the extent of environmental disclosure. Tang & Demeritt (2017) conducted an analysis to compare GHG emission reporting before and after Mandatory Carbon Reporting (MCR). The findings reveal that post-MCR implementation, every sector experienced an increased percentage of sustainability reporting. However, imposition of mandatory reporting requirements may not uniformly raise the standard of non-financial disclosures, particularly for companies already engaged in voluntary sustainability reporting Carungu et al., (2020) study suggests that mandating companies to disclose non-financial reports (NFR) does not consistently lead to improved overall quality of the reports. Approximately 25% of companies who voluntarily shared extra sustainability reports did not show enhanced quality in their disclosures even when NFR reporting was made mandatory (Tang & Demeritt, 2017). Similar consequences can be anticipated when it comes to reporting on nature positivity.

3. Corporate Sustainability Disclosure Frameworks

3.1. Corporate Sustainability Disclosures – Evolution throughout the History

Transitioning to the aspect of corporate sustainability, the evolution of sustainability reporting frameworks has been marked by significant milestones. As investors showed a growing interest in non-financial information, various sustainability accounting frameworks have been introduced to standardize the reporting of environmental, social, and governance (ESG) data, as mentioned by Bose in 2020. Developing sustainability frameworks involves considering two key perspectives: the sustainability paradigm (environmental, social, economic) and the decisional paradigm (strategic, tactical, operational). Integrating both is important for effective implementation, yet studies note limited integration in decision-making facets (Chofreh & Goni, 2017).

In et al. (2023) have examined the evolution of sustainability reporting guided by Kuhn’s scientific revolution theory, revealing four key periods in sustainability reporting. The initial phase (1973–2005) lacks a consensus on theories. The subsequent period (2006–2011) witnesses a rise in conceptual frameworks, dominating the landscape. The following years (2012–2015) show a crisis
phase with increased empirical analysis, and attention shifts to integrated reporting and sustainability transition. The latest period (2016–2019) suggests a potential paradigm shift with sustained interest in sustainability reporting. This period is designated as the age of stakeholder engagement, there is a considerable shift in focus towards recognizing the significance of materiality in sustainability considerations (In et al., 2023). Sustainability reporting has a growing trend, and while the initial emphasis was on reporting climate-related issues, currently a shift in the trend towards addressing broader nature-related issues has been noticed (Ögren, 2023). The primary contemporary sustainability reporting frameworks and standards have been established by influential entities such as the GRI, the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board, the Climate Disclosure Project (CDP), and the Climate Disclosure Standards Board (CDSB). These frameworks are pivotal in providing guidance to organizations in the disclosure of their environmental, social, and governance (ESG) performance (Bose, 2020).

GRI stands as a leading framework for sustainability reporting since its establishment in 1997 (Figure 2). The GRI, which was founded in partnership with organizations like the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES) and the UN Environment Program (UNEP), introduced the G4 guidelines in 2013, reinforcing its commitment to providing comprehensive standards for organizations engaged in sustainability reporting (GRI, 2024). GRI addresses the information needs and expectations of various stakeholders across different sectors (Goswami et al., 2023). CDP which was established in year 2000 (Figure 2) stands as an online reporting infrastructure. Its main purpose is to furnish stakeholders with the autonomy to disseminate information unilaterally (Goswami et al., 2022). The GHG protocol, initiated in 2004, (Figure 2) is a universal, standardized framework on a global scale. These frameworks facilitate the quantification and regulation of GHG emissions across both private and public sector activities, supply chains, and efforts to reduce emissions (GHG Protocol, 2024). The Climate Disclosure Standards Board (CDSB) provides companies with a structured approach to reporting environmental data. The framework was introduced initially in 2010 (Figure 2). This enables companies to furnish investors with pertinent environmental insights within their regular corporate reports (CDSB, 2022). Sustainability Accounting Standard Board (SASB) framework was introduced in 2011 (Figure 2) with the objective of creating and promoting standards for sustainability accounting that enable publicly traded companies to communicate relevant and valuable information to investors (SASB, 2019).

Since its inception in 2013 (Figure 2), the International Integrated Reporting Framework has aimed to expedite the global uptake of integrated reporting. By improving the quality of information available to financial stakeholders, it facilitates a more efficient allocation of capital. Moreover, it supports a unified and thorough approach to corporate reporting, integrating various reporting...
aspects to convey the full spectrum of factors influencing an organization’s long-term value creation (Integrated Reporting Framework, 2022).

TCFD (The Taskforce of Climate-related Disclosures) initiative introduced in 2021 (Figure 2) is actively crafting guidelines for disclosing climate change-related risks (O’Dwyer & Unerman 2020). TCFD has given a broad definition of climate risk. This definition focuses on two main categories of risks: the challenges associated with transitioning to a lower carbon economy and the potential impacts of climate change on the physical environment (Jona & Soderstrom, 2022). However, both the G20 and G7, which bring together the heads of state and governments of leading industrial nations, have identified a gap in best practices specifically addressing the management of natural risks (Carney, 2019). The TCFD and CDP play significant roles in overseeing environmental risks and demonstrating leadership in this domain (Andrew & Cortese, 2011). The TCFD has similar goals and might become a leading authority in disclosing risks related to nature (Deweerdt et al., 2022). As concerns about the perceived risks associated with climate change grow, companies in various industries are adjusting their corporate risk management approaches to align with the recommendations of the TCFD. Notably, the automotive, oil and gas, mining, and financial services sectors are leading the way in incorporating these recommendations into their risk management strategies, outpacing other industries in this regard (Goswami et al., 2022).

TNFD has a goal to set up a unified system for financial institutions to report on Biodiversity-related Financial Risks (BRFR) starting from 2023. This approach follows a similar structure to what the TCFD has already established (TNFD, 2021). The TNFD significantly influences corporate and financial practices by emphasizing the integration of sustainable approaches and robust risk management (TNFD, 2023); (Deweerdt et al., 2022). Its comprehensive recommendations show a versatile framework appropriate to entities of all sizes, with a focus on identifying and disclosing nature-related issues. TNFD provides strategic disclosures for the Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework. This collaboration is a significant step toward achieving global biodiversity goals and can influence sustainability and environmental resilience positively (TNFD, 2023).

It is important to understand the main sustainability frameworks like GRI, SASB, CDP, TCFD, and TNFD for companies engaging in sustainability reporting. This comparison table shows their purpose, stakeholder focus, materiality approach, disclosure structure, and biodiversity approach. It shows a clear and concise overview of each framework’s features and their applicability, supporting the companies to choose compatible frameworks for their reporting needs. Further, it shows the contribution of selected frameworks for biodiversity disclosures highlighting the improvements that need to be made in order to have robust frameworks for biodiversity disclosures.

3.2. Comparison of Sustainability Frameworks

When comparing the main sustainability reporting frameworks, it is noticed that there are differences in what they prioritize such as scope, stakeholder focus and materiality (Guthrie, 2006). Although sustainability reporting frameworks may seem confusing, they have common elements and agreements. Even though they look different at first glance, experts agree that we need to make more efforts to align and organize them better.

The GRI standards offer flexibility for thorough reporting, SASB specializes in industry-specific metrics, CDP facilitates an online platform for companies to disclose their readiness regarding climate change risks and opportunities, and TCFD provides guidance on disclosing financial risks related to climate change and supports adherence to reporting standards covering environmental dependencies and impacts (Goswami et al., 2022). TNFD focuses mainly on biodiversity, aiming to create a standardized framework for financial institutions to disclose biodiversity-related financial risks. This approach highlights the TNFD’s dedication to addressing the critical issue of biodiversity conservation and integrating it into financial considerations for a more holistic approach to sustainability reporting (TNFD, 2023). Robert Eccles, a prominent figure in the ESG field, has expressed concerns about the complex landscape created by distinct reporting standards from entities like SASB, GRI and TCFD. This has led to what he refers to as the “alphabet soup”, causing confusion among companies and investors (West, 2019). According to Bendell (2022), a forthcoming framework
should be connected to a fresh eco-social agreement between citizens and the state, tapping into existing capabilities relevant to a world facing escalating disruptions.

Analyzing how sustainability standards define materiality is necessary because it directly impacts what issues companies choose to report. GRI serves as a comprehensive reporting standard that emphasizes impact and involves input from multiple stakeholders. GRI’s attention is directed towards an organization’s current economic, environmental, and social performance, and its materiality considerations extend beyond solely financial matters to include broader significance (Goswami et al., 2022). GRI employs a double materiality approach (Table 1), comprising both financial materiality and societal materiality. This framework revolves around two key dimensions. Firstly, it evaluates the significance of an organization’s economic, environmental, and social impacts. Secondly, it gauges the substantial influence these impacts have on the assessments and decisions of stakeholders (Cooper & Michelon, 2022). GRI’s material approach discusses that material topics should not be deprioritized merely because the organization does not recognize them as financially significant (Goswami et al., 2022).

According to SASB, a material topic is considered one that is reasonably likely to impact the financial condition or operating performance of an organization (Table 1). However, SASB’s conceptualization of materiality may not necessarily show critical sustainability issues, and thus, its framework may not be able to claim alignment with sustainable development as more broadly understood (Cooper & Michelon, 2022). The TCFD’s final report and recommendations are clear in their objective: to establish voluntary and consistent climate-related financial disclosures designed to assist investors, lenders, and insurance underwriters in evaluating material risks (Table 1). This unique focus on climate-related financial disclosures distinguishes the TCFD recommendations from other frameworks, as they are tailored specifically to address climate-related aspects rather than offering a more comprehensive approach to sustainability reporting (Cooper & Michelon, 2022). The TCFD acknowledges that the disclosure of financially significant information is already a legal requirement in numerous jurisdictions. Therefore, if climate-related information holds financial materiality, it should already be part of mandatory disclosures. In this context, the TCFD emphasizes that its recommendations are intended to assist organizations in fulfilling their current disclosure obligations more efficiently (Jona & Soderstrom, 2022).

According to the comparison of materiality approaches of sustainability frameworks GRI, CDP, SASB, TCFD, and TNFD, they vary in their emphasis on different aspects. GRI Standards uniquely focus on an organization’s impact on sustainable development rather than solely on its sustainability. SASB focuses more on financial materiality which can have a significant impact on the performance of an organization. CDP aligns with the Climate Disclosure Standard Board’s materiality approach, emphasizing the significance of climate-related information (Table 1). TCFD recommends evaluating the materiality of climate-related information similar to other financial details. TNFD stands out by addressing the informational requirements of capital providers in alignment with International Sustainability Standards Board’s (ISSB) standards and TCFD recommendations, concurrently meeting stakeholders’ needs with a comprehensive materiality approach following GRI Standards.

Further, ISSB issued their sustainability reporting standards as International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) in June 2023. The IFRS Sustainability Disclosure Standards derive from the four foundational elements of the TCFD framework, governance, strategy, risk management, and metrics with associated targets. These standards mainly focus on financial materiality (IFRS, 2023).

The IFRS framework incorporates several standards directly and indirectly addressing environmental concerns. IFRS 6 focuses on extractive industries, IFRIC 5 guides decommissioning and restoration expenses, and ongoing discussions on IFRIC 3 and IAS 38 deal with government allocated emission rights. Indirectly, IAS 37 covers accounting for environmental liabilities, while standards like IFRS 3, IAS 27, IAS 28, IAS 31, IAS 24, and IFRS 8 touch on business combinations, joint ventures, associates, related parties, and reportable segments for geographically dispersed companies (Negash, 2012). While the IFRS comprehensively addresses various environmental aspects, it’s important to note that the current recommendations do not explicitly provide detailed guidance on disclosures related to biodiversity.
Table 1. Comparison of Sustainability Frameworks of GRI, SASB, CDP, TCFD and TNFD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>GRI</th>
<th>SASB</th>
<th>CDP</th>
<th>TCFD</th>
<th>TNFD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose</strong></td>
<td>To support in the decision-making relation to Economic, Environmental and Social impacts of an organization (McKean-Wood et al., 2016), (Goswami et al., 2022)</td>
<td>To create and promote standards for sustainability accounting that enable publicly traded companies to communicate relevant and valuable information to investors. (SASB, 2019)</td>
<td>An extensive online reporting system that empowers stakeholders to independently share information, facilitating the effective management of environmental impacts. (Goswami et al., 2022)</td>
<td>An initiative to provide reports that cover both dependencies and impacts on the environment. Facilitate adherence to established and widely accepted reporting standards for organizations. (The Essential ESG Toolkit: Bloomberg Law, 2022)</td>
<td>To create a standardized framework for financial institutions to disclose biodiversity-related financial risks (BRFR) starting in 2023 (TNFD, 2021) (TNFD, 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stakeholder focus</strong></td>
<td>Investors, Consumers, Employees, and Civil Society (Bose, 2020)</td>
<td>Investors, companies, and corporate issuers (Busco et al., 2020), (Goswami et al., 2022)</td>
<td>Company, Investors and Customers (Goswami et al., 2022)</td>
<td>Companies, investors, lenders, insurance underwriters and other stakeholders (Recommendations of the TCFD Final Report, 2017)</td>
<td>Companies, Investors, lenders, insurance underwriters and other users (TNFD, 2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Materiality Approach</strong></td>
<td>Double materiality approaches, both financial materiality and societal materiality. (Cooper &amp; Michelon, 2022)</td>
<td>Financially material sustainable information is essential for short, medium, and long-term value creation. (Goswami et al., 2022)</td>
<td>Follows the climate Disclosure Standard Board’s materiality approach. (Goswami et al., 2022)</td>
<td>Recommends that organizations assess the materiality of climate-related information in a manner similar to how they evaluate the significance of other details included in their financial disclosures.</td>
<td>Meeting the information needs of capital providers aligning with ISB’s IFRS Standards and TCFD recommendations, while also addressing stakeholders’ concerns related to impacts, in coherence with a comprehensive materiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• GRI 102: General Disclosures 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• GRI 103: Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• GRI 200: Economic Standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• GRI 300: Environmental Standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• GRI 400: Social Standards.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feasibility of utilizing the framework in collaboration with other frameworks?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Possible</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRI</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>GRI is designed to function as a guide for developing a tailored sustainability report for a company. The report encourages and simplifies the incorporation of metrics and reporting specifics from other frameworks. (The Essential ESG Toolkit: Bloomberg Law, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASB</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>As SASB aims to pinpoint financially significant sustainability information, the resulting data, metrics, and narrative are explicitly designed for seamless integration into both regulatory filings and publicly released sustainability reports. (The Essential ESG Toolkit: Bloomberg Law, 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDP</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>CDP is aligned with ISSB, GRI, TCFD and TNFD Recommendations. (CDP And Environmental Disclosure Standards and Frameworks - CDP, n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The TNFD Recommendations</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>The TNFD Recommendations were developed to align with established reporting frameworks such as CDP, SASB, CDSB, GRI, and IIRC. Entities that are already employing these frameworks may discover useful resources within the TCFD framework to aid in the collection and disclosure of climate-related information. (The Essential ESG Toolkit: Bloomberg Law, 2022)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Biodiversity approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRI 304: Biodiversity</th>
<th>Environmental disclosures include,</th>
<th>Four main questionnaires are based on Climate Change, Forest stewardship, water security and plastic pollution.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Management approach disclosures</td>
<td>1. GHG Emissions: Direct (Scope 1)</td>
<td>GHG Emissions Absolute Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3; emissions intensity Amount and extent of assets or business activities vulnerable to transition risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure 304-1 Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or</td>
<td>3. Energy Management: Management of energy</td>
<td>2. Extent of land/ freshwater/ocean-use change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas.

Disclosure 304-2 Significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity

Disclosure 304-3 Habitats protected or restored.

Disclosure 304-4 IUCN Red list species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas affected by operations (GRI 304: BIODIVERSITY 2016, 2018).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Includes exploration, resource extraction, cultivation, project development, construction, biodiversity loss, habitat destruction, and deforestation across all project stages. Does not cover impacts of climate change on ecosystems and biodiversity. (SASB Standards, 2023)</td>
<td>with TCFD recommendations, will integrate ISSB’s climate disclosure standard from 2024.</td>
<td>Amount of capital expenditure, financing, or investment deployed toward climate-related risks and opportunities. (Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, 2021)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Mean Species Abundance (MSA)

4. Potentially Disappeared Fraction of Species

5. Proportion of Land Degraded

6. Keystone species: changes to populations of priority identified species (keystone species)

7. Forest Structural Condition Index: combines data on forest extent with data on forest structure

8. Species Threat and Restoration Metric (STAR)

9. Global Extinction Probability (GEP)

10. Persistence Score (PS)

11. Occurrences: Measures the number of individuals of a species of interest in a specific area (TNFD, 2023)
The examined sustainability frameworks, including GRI, SASB, CDP, TCFD, and TNFD, present diverse approaches to environmental and biodiversity-related disclosures. GRI emphasizes both management and topic-specific disclosures with a focus on biodiversity protection and habitat restoration. GRI 304: Biodiversity standards comprise two main aspects Management Approach and Topic-Specific Disclosures (Table 1). The four key disclosures include details on operational sites in or near protected areas (304-1), significant impacts on biodiversity (304-2), efforts in habitat protection or restoration (304-3), and identification of species in affected areas (304-4). These disclosures aim to enhance transparency about an organization’s biodiversity management.

SASB covers a broad spectrum, addressing issues related to environment protection including GHG emissions, air quality, energy management, waste and wastewater management, hazardous waste management and ecological impact (Table 1). These standards address biodiversity loss, habitat destruction, and deforestation at all stages but do not include the broader impacts of climate change on ecosystems and biodiversity. CDP’s questionnaires align with TCFD and established frameworks, anticipating future mandatory reporting standards (Table 1). CDP currently utilizes four main questionnaires for environmental disclosures: Climate Change, Forest Stewardship, Water Security, and Plastic Pollution. Aligned with TCFD recommendations, the Climate Change questionnaire integrates ISSB’s climate disclosure standard, placing disclosing companies ahead in anticipating future mandatory reporting aligned with TCFD standards. The Forests questionnaire aligns with the Accountability Framework, enabling companies to meet expectations from buyers, investors, and stakeholders. CDP’s questions on plastics are based on established frameworks like The Ellen MacArthur Foundation and UNEP’s Global Commitment, transforming complex guidelines into a standardized annual format by incorporating best practices (CDP, 2023). Nevertheless, it appears that these questionnaires do not directly address disclosures related to the impact on biodiversity. The primary focus of TCFD lies in climate-related disclosures, encompassing GHG emissions (Absolute Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3) and emissions intensity. Additionally, it describes the assessment of assets or business activities vulnerable to transition risks, as well as quantifies capital expenditure, financing, or investment dedicated to climate-related risks and opportunities.

TNFD pays close attention to biodiversity disclosures, exploring different aspects to understand how organizations affect ecosystems. The disclosures recommended by the TNFD Framework cover many aspects such as the total area an organization manages and any areas that have been disturbed or restored. Further changes in land, freshwater, and ocean use are considered, considering the type of ecosystem and business activity involved. TNFD also focuses on the average abundance of species, the potential loss of species due to human activities, and the extent of land degradation. They assess changes in populations of important species, the condition of forests, and metrics like the Species Threat and Restoration Metric (STAR), Global Extinction Probability (GEP), Persistence Score (PS), and Occurrences (Table 1). This comprehensive approach helps evaluate an organization’s impact on biodiversity according to TNFD guidelines in 2023. Further TNFD has provided additional sector guidelines for specific sectors which shows further disclosures related to nature-related issues due to their significant influence on nature (TNFD, 2023). These sector guidelines mainly focus on key industrial sectors like oil and gas, metal and mining, forestry and paper, food and agriculture, electric utilities and power generations, chemicals, biotechnology and pharmaceuticals, aquaculture, and financial institutions. There is significant potential for the development of sector-specific guidance in industries such as automobiles, consumer durables, apparel, and retail construction to mitigate their considerable impact on the environment. Further Deweerdt et al. (2022) describes that the TNFD’s targets and metrics exhibit six key features: clear differentiation between preparation and disclosure metrics, consistency with TCFD standards, applicability throughout the value chain, universality across sectors, periodic evaluations for ongoing relevance, and alignment with anticipated international frameworks like the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Science Based Targets Network. This design ensures robust and adaptable metrics for effectively addressing nature-related risks, especially considering negotiations at the COP-15. Further, TNFD and ISSB have decided to
work together for nature-related issues, which will significantly accelerate business-driven biodiversity conservation efforts (TNFD, 2023).

The overall comparison of selected sustainability frameworks highlights TNFD’s greater focus on biodiversity-related corporate disclosures, distinguishing it from TCFD, which primarily concentrates on climate change (Table 1). Although GRI, SASB, and CDP address environmental and biodiversity protection in their disclosure recommendations and standards, they do not prioritize in-depth disclosures related to biodiversity impacts when compared to TNFD. The TNFD recognizes the absence of standardized metrics for communicating nature-related risks to both investors and the public. The current information available is challenging to interpret and compare across industries. To address this gap, the TNFD has developed consistent standard metrics. These metrics align with existing and upcoming initiatives, including those by SASB and the ISSB (Deweerdt et al., 2022).

4. Discussion

We concentrate on the critical role of biodiversity within corporate environments, particularly by examining and contrasting existing sustainability reporting frameworks. With a specific emphasis on biodiversity aspects, we have compared these frameworks to gain insights into their approaches for disclosing biodiversity impact. Subsequently, we would like to provide further suggestions that can be used to improve the measuring of the biodiversity impact in corporate sustainability reporting.

Biodiversity, inherently complex and multidimensional, presents a significant challenge for businesses aiming to design successful conservation models (Purvis & Héctor, 2000; Bishop et al., 2009). The heightened public awareness of climate change and biodiversity loss has placed companies under increased scrutiny, necessitating the measurement and disclosure of their biodiversity relationships to maintain social approval (Boiral et al., 2017). However, existing frameworks lack comprehensive methods to quantify the environmental impact of industry on ecosystems, which are dynamic and subject to natural disturbances (Marshall & Toffel, 2004). Organizations often face limitations in reporting on biodiversity due to inadequate knowledge and disclosure (Roberts et al., 2021). Despite efforts to integrate sustainability into decision-making through evaluation frameworks, practical applications encounter drawbacks and limitations (Hurley et al., 2008). Critics argue that current reporting standards fail to address the decline in nature, highlighting a significant gap in accounting for biodiversity loss (Addison et al., 2018). In response, Layman et al. (2023) suggest innovative strategies for assessing a company’s biodiversity relationship, including evaluating risks from nature-related factors and minimizing contributions to species extinction threats using datasets. However, the practical application and real world impact of these strategies remain unclear, prompting a critical examination of their feasibility. This apparent gap in addressing the environmental impact highlights the critical need for a more holistic approach to sustainability frameworks. A comprehensive disclosure mechanism should be established to effectively account for the broader spectrum of biodiversity impacts.

When environmental performance indicators do not effectively evaluate the positive and negative impacts of all supply chain activities on biodiversity and ecosystem services, companies face challenges in providing holistic and standardized corporate responsibility reports (Lähtinen et al., 2016). Therefore, there is an urgent need for a comprehensive and standardized set of indicators to evaluate biodiversity and ecosystem services across the entire supply chains of a focal organization (Houdet et al., 2012). In addition to these existing suggestions, we would like to add the following specific suggestions for improving sustainability disclosure frameworks and corporate decision-making for biodiversity impacts to the general discussion.


Inadequate communication of the adverse effects on biodiversity and ecosystem services, coupled with a gap between formal reporting practices and practical supply chain management requirements, can lead to a lack of transparency in corporate responsibility reporting (Boiral, 2013). The TNFD framework places significant emphasis on addressing biodiversity issues stemming from
both upstream and downstream activities within business sectors (TNFD Recommendations, 2023). While these aspects are critical components of biodiversity impact within the supply chain, it’s important to recognize that they do not include the entirety of biodiversity impact. Winter et al. (2017) stresses the use of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) in understanding the impact of products on biodiversity. They note gaps, like neglecting genetic diversity and incomplete consideration of biodiversity pressures and call for more innovative methods to enhance LCA’s ability to assess biodiversity impacts accurately.

Therefore, we propose adopting a procedure similar to that used for GHG emissions to highlight the biodiversity impact across all aspects of the business procedure (Figure 3). This holistic approach should involve developing a disclosure framework that can effectively assess the biodiversity impact stemming not only from the supply chain but also from all other direct and indirect facets of the business operations.

**Figure 3.** Strategies to drive corporate sector businesses towards nature-positive outcomes.

**Scope 1 Biodiversity Impact:** Quantifying the direct impact on biodiversity caused by the business entity itself. Similar to the Scope 1 GHG emissions, this can include activities like land use changes, habitat destruction, or species endangerment directly attributable to the company’s operations.

**Scope 2 Biodiversity Impact:** Quantifying indirect impact similar to the Scope 2 GHG emissions, this involves assessing biodiversity consequences of energy and resource procurement, transportation, and other outsourced activities associated with the business.

**Scope 3 Biodiversity Impact:** Quantifying the indirect effects attributable to the products or services offered by the company over their lifecycle. This includes assessing the biodiversity footprint associated with raw material extraction, manufacturing, distribution, product use, and disposal similar to the Scope 3 GHG emissions (Figure 3).

Implementing such a structured disclosure framework enables businesses to systematically assess and disclose their biodiversity impact across different scopes, facilitating a comprehensive understanding of their ecological footprint. This approach supports targeted interventions to mitigate adverse effects and promote conservation efforts, aligning with broader sustainability goals and encouraging harmonious coexistence with the natural environment. Typically, biodiversity impact tends to be negative, with positive impact often seen in the reduction of these negative effects. However, in rare instances, there may be direct positive impacts, such as a product or production process that actively contributes to the enhancement of biodiversity.
4.2. Suggestion 2: Focusing on the Localized Biodiversity Impact to Improve Local Biodiversity Preservation

Garrett Hardin’s concept of the tragedy of the commons (1968) illustrates how individual self-interest can lead to the depletion of shared resources. In recent times, evolutionary biologists have utilized this method to analyze various biological systems, highlighting how similar issues of resource exploitation and depletion can manifest in natural environments (Rankin et al., 2007). Biodiversity impacts may have both global and local dimensions, allowing companies to observe and respond to their effects on a regional scale such as land degradation in one place would directly affect the fauna and flora in that specific area more readily. While GHG emissions were once viewed as primarily local but are now understood to have significant global consequences (Ramanathan & Feng, 2009), the impact on biodiversity typically occurs more prominently at the local level (Newbold et al., 2015). This localized nature of biodiversity impacts makes it easier for companies to reap the benefits of investing in sustainability measures, as the positive impacts on their operations and reputation can more directly be recognized.

There are companies who assess localized biodiversity impact in their ESG reports. One such example is Samsung heavy industries. In their 2023 ESG report, they mention how they have regularly monitored and identify the impact on nearby freshwater ecosystems, terrestrial ecosystems, ecotoxicity, and domestic wildlife habitats (Samsung Electronics, 2023). Understanding and quantifying the risks and dependencies that extend beyond national boundaries is a complex task, which can pose significant challenges, even within the fields of natural sciences (Thomsen et al., 2017). Therefore, the localized nature of biodiversity impacts offers companies a clearer pathway to integrating environmental considerations into their business strategies (Figure 3). A concrete approach to preserve local biodiversity needs to be introduced to drive businesses towards nature positivity.

4.3. Suggestion 3: Key Focus on the Decision-Making Aspect of Biodiversity Disclosures

Existing sustainability frameworks primarily concentrate on revealing the biodiversity impacts caused by various industries. However, the essential step of actively mitigating these impacts through strategic decision-making is still in its early stages. This proactive approach is key to effectively reducing biodiversity loss. Therefore, future sustainability frameworks should prioritize encouraging industries to focus on decision-making processes aimed at minimizing their impact on biodiversity, thus promoting a more sustainable relationship between industry and the environment (Figure 3).

Chofreh & Goni’s (2017) also explains the integration of sustainability and decision-making paradigms within sustainability frameworks is essential for successful project execution. This comprehensive perspective aims to blend sustainability and decision-making paradigms, steering efforts effectively toward sustainable outcomes. However, the practical implementation and the level of commitment from decision-makers are areas that need to focus on to ensure the effectiveness of such integration. According to an analysis done by Al-Waeli et al. (2021), the connection between financial performance and environmental disclosure leans more towards a positive relationship rather than a negative one. Businesses are motivated to incorporate biodiversity into their financial decision-making for several reasons. Firstly, when legal obligations mandate compliance, it becomes a priority (Figure 3). Additionally, if actions can be executed at minimal or no cost, businesses are more likely to follow biodiversity initiatives. Moreover, when such efforts yield tangible benefits, whether financial or non-financial, such as mitigating future risks, reducing capital costs, generating long-term financial gains, enhancing the organization’s reputation, and encouraging a long-term value creation, it strengthens the case for integration into financial strategies. Hence regulatory bodies and related stakeholders should focus more on motivating businesses to adopt nature-positive practices based on their above-mentioned characteristics.
4.4. Suggestion 4: Linking Business Profitability with Biodiversity Conservation

Addressing the challenges associated with biodiversity reporting requires adopting integrated reporting practices and utilizing external channels to ensure accountability (Venturelli et al., 2023). Investors often opt to allocate their funds toward assets that ensure a guaranteed profit (Nedopil, 2022), while disregarding environmental information (Choi et al., 2020). As per the research conducted by Hertati et al. (2022), stakeholders such as investors, management, and creditors can make informed decisions regarding policies when companies actively participate in environmental initiatives and transparently disclose these efforts in their annual reports. This proactive engagement demonstrates a firm’s commitment to long-term environmental preservation.

However, there are barriers to corporate environmental disclosure, as owners may prioritize preserving their share of profits over disclosing environmental information (Gerged, 2020). Nedopil, (2022) discusses that currently, biodiversity considerations are not adequately factored into financial decision-making processes. This is largely due to the absence of clear property rights for biodiversity and nature, leading to negative externalities being borne by society while positive externalities are difficult to quantify and often shared collectively. Therefore, he suggests four key principles, implementing regulations to curtail nature’s exploitation, prioritizing the assessment and mitigation of local biodiversity risks, leveraging secondary benefits of biodiversity finance alongside climate finance, and engaging financial decision-makers to lead and champion biodiversity finance initiatives to reduce the finance and biodiversity gap.

Kholmi & Nafiza (2022) explain introducing effective environmental accounting practices not only enhances a company’s long-term financial viability but also builds trust among investors and customers. Implementing strategies for environmental conservation not only contributes to financial success in the long run but also positively impacts the company’s reputation among key stakeholders, thereby enhancing its overall image and credibility (Susanti et al., 2023). According to Daugaard (2019), analysis of fund flows has revealed the strong commitment of ESG investors. The methodology devised by the Biodiversity Finance Initiative (BIOFIN) offers countries a systematic approach to track their spending on biodiversity (BIOFIN, 2021). Particularly, budget allocations that have an indirect impact on biodiversity are assigned a certain percentage that shows their contribution to biodiversity outcomes. The findings of a study conducted by Seidl et al. (2020) on 30 selected countries show a rising pattern in overall biodiversity spending, along with an uptick in the proportion of total public domestic investment allocated to biodiversity.

To expedite the advancement of biodiversity finance, it’s essential to adopt financial terminology that focuses on expenses (with transactional costs), income, and potential hazards when discussing biodiversity (Nedopil, 2022). Impact investments are directed towards projects that produce tangible environmental or social benefits, while also generating revenues that are returned to the investor as a financial gain. This return on investment could surpass, match, or fall below standard market rates (Trelstad, 2016). Advanced participants in impact investing span across various sectors and entities, including institutional investors such as banks, pension funds, and insurance companies, as well as foundations, family offices, high net worth individuals, and development finance institutions like the World Bank. Conventional bonds and impact bonds play a significant role because biodiversity conservation efforts, whether focused on safeguarding, restoring, or sustainably managing ecosystems and species, often face a shortage of funding (Belt et al., 2017). In Peru, an impact bond was crafted to enhance the yield and sales of cocoa and coffee cultivated by an indigenous community. Although not all objectives were fully achieved, investors still received approximately 65% of their initial investment, showcasing a positive outcome amidst the challenges faced (Belt et al., 2017).

Green bonds operate similarly to conventional bonds, but with a distinctive feature: the funds raised from investors are dedicated solely to supporting initiatives that yield positive environmental outcomes, such as renewable energy projects and sustainable building developments (World Economic Forum, 2023). The green bond market has developed into a distinct infrastructure within capital markets. This infrastructure includes guidelines for green projects, commitments regarding the use of proceeds, external validation of green initiatives, and reporting mechanisms to ensure
transparency and accountability (Maltais & Nykvist, 2020). In 2017, the Federal National Mortgage Association in the US issued $24.9 billion worth of green bonds, representing 58% of the country’s total green bond issuance. These bonds were connected to Fannie Mae’s Multifamily Green Initiative, aimed at financing energy and water efficiency improvements in apartment buildings and cooperatives. This initiative serves as a notable example for EU authorities looking to attract private financing for similar projects, including installing solar systems and water saving irrigation systems in multifamily housing (Bhutta et al., 2022). According to the case study on Sweden by Maltais & Nykvist (2020), engagement with the green bond market is primarily driven by non-financial incentives, including attracting customers and staff, and signaling a commitment to sustainability goals. The financial sector’s sustainability norms reinforce this engagement, with investors accepting lower returns and issuers undertaking extra efforts for green bond issuance.

By utilizing green bonds, it’s possible to allocate the funds raised from this type of debt instrument directly to a biodiversity project. Simultaneously, this approach can lead to a reduction in the interest rate associated with the financing, providing a dual benefit of environmental impact and cost efficiency (Figure 3). The existing literature shows the importance of a more robust and integrated approach to sustainability frameworks. The gaps identified in addressing environmental impacts, implementing biodiversity strategies, and leveraging standardized disclosures necessitate a critical reevaluation of the current paradigms. Practical applications, industry commitment, and the real impact on global sustainability goals require more in-depth studies and research to advance genuine progress in sustainable practices.

5. Conclusion

Studying sustainability reporting frameworks is important in finding the best approaches to address biodiversity-related issues. The existing sustainability frameworks such as GRI, SASB TCFD and TNFD have included disclosure standards for biodiversity impact in different ways and levels. But further modifications for the existing frameworks are needed to support businesses to disclose biodiversity impact. As an outlook, we refer to the new EU-related European Sustainability Reporting Standards (ESRS), which explicitly prescribe biodiversity and ecosystems accounting in detail in the E4 standard. This regulation can be seen as particularly progressive. However, it will be applied in the EU for the first time in 2024, so it is not yet possible to make a final assessment. Furthermore, it is unclear to what extent this regulation will then become a global role model (Jonkman, 2023b). However, to disclose biodiversity impact in a seamless way, development of a harmonized common ground framework is essential. To support the development of such a framework, the following summarized suggestions are provided.

The first suggestion is to develop a framework similar to that of disclosing carbon emissions, which includes Scope 1 (direct impact by the business entity), Scope 2 (indirect impact in the supply chain), and Scope 3 (indirect impact through products/services) which can provide a comprehensive impact assessment rather than assessing upstream and downstream impacts. The second suggestion is companies should consider both global and local impacts when evaluating the materiality of biodiversity investments and should focus more on local impacts which can be directly analyzed and controlled. The third suggestion is to improve sustainability recommendations and standards focusing on the decisional paradigm, to bring out the disclosures of the corporate sector into active decision-making step. Suggestion four shows the importance of aligning profitability with biodiversity conservation by integrating environmental initiatives into corporate reporting practices such as green bonds.
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